
Eden Roc Miami Beach provides the perfect matrimonial backdrop in the heart of the city at the edge of the sea. Ranging 

from the dreamy Whimsical Romance and the lush Eternal Love, to the serene Rustic Charm and classic Complimentary 

Collection, there’s a style to suit every taste. And with dedicated planners taking care of the details, your clients can get 

fully swept up in the moments that make their day unforgettable.

ALL-INCLUSIVE WEDDING PACKAGES AVAILABLE:

A complimentary package is also available.
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SOMETHING BEACHY, SOMETHING BLUE ALL-INCLUDED

For more information, contact our Wedding Specialists:
Email: weddings@nobuedenroc.com 
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COMPLIMENTARY NIGHTS - US:

1 complimentary night per every 10 room nights with a maximum of 7 complimentary nights, up to the Junior Suite 

Ocean View room category.*

COMPLIMENTARY PASSENGERS - CA:

1 complimentary passenger per every 10 passengers with a maximum of 3 complimentary passengers, up to the Junior 

Suite Ocean View room category. *

ROOM UPGRADES:

The couple will receive 1 complimentary room upgrade to the next available room category up to the Junior Suite Ocean 

View room category when booking 25 rooms or 75+ room nights. **

PRIVATE FUNCTIONS*** 

• 5-9 rooms for a minimum of 3 nights or 15-29 room nights = One (1) cocktail reception 

for one (1) hour. 

• 10-19 rooms for a minimum of 3 nights or 30-59 room nights = One (1) private function 

for two (2) hours. 

• 20-24 rooms for a minimum of 3 nights or 60-74 room nights = One (1) private function  

for three (3) hours. 

• 25-74 rooms for a minimum of 3 nights or 75-224 room nights = Two (2) private functions  

for three (3) hours. 

• 75-99 rooms for a minimum of 3 nights or 225-299 room nights = Two (2) private functions  

for four (4) hours. 

• 100+ rooms for a minimum of 3 nights or 300+ room nights = Two (2) private functions 

for five (5) hours. 

*US: A surcharge of $10 USD per person, per night will apply for complimentary stays for taxes and gratuities. Complimentary 

nights are awarded on room category booked up to Junior Suite Ocean View and double occupancy only. Complimentary 

nights will be refunded by the couple’s booking source. A 3-night minimum stay is required per reservation in order to apply 

towards benefits. Benefits do not apply if couple’s reservation is made through an online travel agency. CA: A surcharge of $10 

per passenger, per night will apply for complimentary stays for taxes and gratuities. Complimentary passengers are awarded 

on room category booked up to Junior Suite Ocean View and double occupancy only. Note: Complimentary passengers will be 

awarded by the couple’s booking source. A 3-night stay is required per reservation in order to apply toward benefits. 

**Subject to space and availability of the resort. If the couple has already booked a Junior Suite Ocean View room or higher, 

then they will have the option to pass the “upgrade” to a family member for the same number of nights booked. A 3-night 

minimum stay is required per reservation in order to apply towards benefits. 

***Ceremony and private functions are assigned based on group size and couple’s preference as available. Locations are 

confirmed once on-site. Private functions include food, beverage and standard hotel cost. The service fee is not included and 

is charged to the couple’s wedding proposal per event based on the number of guests attending, paying the all inclusive fee and 

applied towards the Wedding Group Amenities.

In order for Wedding Group Amenities to apply, all reservations must be booked through the same source, Tour Operator and 

Travel Agency (if applicable) with or without a group contract. Couple’s reservation must be part of the group booking for 

benefits to apply. All reservations must be booked at the all-inclusive rate in order to apply towards Wedding Group Benefits.

WEDDING GROUP
AMENITIES


